Flood Sensor w/Cable

AVTECH’s Flood Sensor w/8', 24', or 50' Flood Cable (2.4m, 7.3m, or 15.2m) is activated by liquid (i.e. water, flooding, leakage etc.) making contact with the Flood Sensor Cable which can detect as little water as several drops. Once liquid is detected the Flood Sensor triggers an alarm condition allowing Room Alert monitors or Device ManageR software to send out alerts and/or take automatic corrective action.

• Real-time recognition of water/flood anywhere along the length of the patented flood cable.
• 8', 24', or 50' Flood Cable (2.4m, 7.3m, or 15.2m) with 25' RJ-11 leader cable.
• Alert can be triggered when flooding is detected, cable is disconnected or power is lost.
• Custom flood cable lengths are available, please contact us for more details.
• Max sensor cable distance is up to 900' (274.3m), includes 25' (7.6m) leader cable.
• Compatible with Room Alert 32E/W/S, 26E/W, 24E, 12E, 11E, 7E, 4E, 3E; WiSH & WiSPR sensor hubs.
• Includes Flood Sensor with 8' or 24' Flood Sensor Cable & 25' RJ-11 Leader Cable, 5V Power Adapter & Mounting Screws. Installation Note online from sensor page.